**Core tip:** Intravoxel incoherent motion (IVIM)-based diffusion-weighted imaging (DWI) can yield diffusion and perfusion information simultaneously. The aims of this study were to compare IVIM-derived parameters with conventional DWI parameters for predicting the histological grade of hepatocellular carcinoma (HCC) and to evaluate the correlation between the parameters and the histological grades. Sixty-two patients with surgically confirmed HCC underwent diffusion-weighted magnetic resonance imaging with twelve *b* values. The differences in the ADC and D values among the groups with G1, G2, and G3 histological grades of HCC were statistically significant (*P* \< 0.001). The D\* and *f* values had no significant differences among the different histological grades of HCC (*P* \> 0.05). A significant correlation was obtained between the ADC, D, and D\* values and the histological grades (*P* \< 0.05). The ROC analyses demonstrated that the D and ADC values had better diagnostic performance in differentiating low-grade HCC from high-grade HCC. These results suggested that the IVIM-DWI parameters might be useful in assessing the differentiation grades of HCC, which might be helpful in predicting the patient prognosis.

INTRODUCTION
============

Hepatocellular carcinoma (HCC) is the most common primary malignant tumor of the liver, accounting for 85% or more of cases\[[@B1]\]. It is the fifth most important cancer worldwide because of its very poor prognosis, with survival rates of 3% to 5% in the United States and developing countries. Therefore, it is the third leading cause of cancer-related death\[[@B2]-[@B4]\]. The pathological grade of a hepatocellular carcinoma is heavily associated with the prognosis, and it is one of the independent predictive factors for recurrence and long-term survival after hepatic curative resection in patients with HCC\[[@B5],[@B6]\]. However, it is difficult to define accurate preoperative grade of HCC using routine imaging modalities. The ultrasound (US)-guided biopsy has been used to diagnose HCC, but this approach is limited due to location and complication risk, such as bleeding or needle-tract seeding, which suggests that it should not be performed in routine clinical practice\[[@B7]\]. Computed tomography (CT) is usually used to identify locations and to assess distant metastasis of HCC, and the performance characteristics of CT also allow it to be used for HCC diagnosis or staging. In terms of triphasic dynamic enhanced CT scans and dynamic contrast-enhanced magnetic resonance imaging (DCE-MRI), the typical imaging feature of an HCC is that the lesion shows arterial hypervascularity and washes out in the early or delayed venous phase, which can be demonstrated for diagnosis\[[@B8]\]. However, both of these imaging techniques failed to provide a prediction of the pathological grade of an HCC.

Diffusion-weighted imaging (DWI) is a noninvasive approach to sensitively evaluate the small-scale motion of water molecules at the microscopic level that allows the diffusion of water to be quantitatively described by the apparent diffusion coefficient (ADC), which represents a mean value of diffusion contributed by the movement of intracellular, extracellular, and vascular water molecules within an image voxel at different *b* values\[[@B9],[@B10]\]. In addition, these motions include the molecular diffusion of water and microcirculation of the blood in the capillary networks (perfusion). Several studies have shown that DWI, along with ADC measurements, is helpful for the detection, characterization, and staging of malignant lesions\[[@B11]\]. However, the ADC value that is derived from DWI is calculated using the mono-exponential model; therefore, it is often higher than expected, which is attributable to the microcirculation of the blood in capillaries\[[@B12]\]. The ADC value ignores the effect of the perfusion fraction in tissue and could be influenced by microcirculation of the blood in capillaries and cannot reflect the true diffusion of water\[[@B13]\]. Thus, it is limited in that the ADC fails to evaluate the water molecular diffusion in tissues precisely. In 1986, some researchers noted the principles of intravoxel incoherent motion (IVIM) and proposed that the relationship between signal attenuation in tissues with increasing *b* values would estimate the quantitative parameters that separately reflect tissue diffusivity and tissue microcapillary perfusion with the IVIM imaging method\[[@B14],[@B15]\]. The IVIM approach uses a bi-exponential function to describe the DWI data and assumes that the measured signal attenuation of the DWI scans consists of a mixture of tissue perfusion and tissue diffusivity effects. Using the IVIM-based analysis, it is possible to obtain additional quantitative parameters that describe water diffusivity, perfusion (pseudodiffusion coefficient), and the perfusion fraction of tissues, which can also be displayed as parametric maps\[[@B12]\].

Recently, IVIM-DWI has been used to investigate the correlation between the parameters involved in the histological grade of HCC\[[@B16]-[@B18]\]. However, knowledge of the measurement reproducibility is critical to the level of confidence that can be ascribed to changes in the parameters for disease characterization or response assessment; this technique can also be developed as a potential imaging biomarker\[[@B19]\]. Therefore, it is important to assess the measurement reproducibility of parameters by different observers. The purpose of our study was to compare IVIM-derived parameters with conventional DWI-derived ADC values for determining the histologic grades of HCC and evaluate the correlation between the parameters and the histological grades.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
=====================

Patients
--------

The institutional review board of the Henan Provincial People's Hospital approved this study, and written informed consent was obtained from all the patients. This study was conducted in accordance with the Declaration of Helsinki. Between March 2016 and May 2017, 102 consecutive patients suspected of having HCC underwent liver MR imaging. Among these patients, 40 were excluded for the following reasons: (1) the absence of surgery and/or histopathological examination (*n =* 14); (2) a history of preoperative treatment (radiofrequency ablation or transarterial chemoembolization) before MR imaging (*n =* 11); (3) liver lesions that were determined not to be HCC by pathological tests (*n =* 7); (4) low image quality (*n =* 3); and (5) tumors that were smaller than 1 cm (*n =* 5). Finally, a total of 62 patients diagnosed with HCC were included for analysis. The patients comprised 50 men and 12 women (mean age, 54.31 ± 9.36 years; range, 30-76 years). Forty-nine patients tested positive for the hepatitis B surface antigen and six for the hepatitis C virus antibody. The remaining seven patients tested negative for both antigens. According to Child-Pugh class, 54 patients had Child-Pugh A5, 6 had Child-Pugh A6, 2 had Child-Pugh B, and nobody had Child-Pugh C. All the tumors were histologically classified according to the major Edmondson-Steiner grade on the final pathologic reports as follows: grade 1 (*n =* 14), grade 2 (*n =* 24), grade 3 (*n =* 24), and grade 4 (*n =* 0).

MR imaging technique
--------------------

All the patients were instructed to fast for 6-8 h prior to the MR examination. The studies were carried out by using a 3.0 T MR system (Discovery MR750, GE Healthcare, MI, United States) with an eight-channel phased-array torsion coil (GE Medical System). The routine MR imaging was performed using a fast spin echo (FSE) sequence with respiratory gating. The axial T1 images were obtained using the following parameters: repetition time/echo time (TR/TE), 180/2.1 ms; slice thickness, 7.0 mm with a gap of 1.0 mm; field of view, 38 cm × 34.2 cm; matrix size, 320 × 192; number of excitations (NEX), 1.00. The fat-saturation axial T2 images were obtained using the following parameters: TR/TE, 4000/75.8 ms; slice thickness, 7.0 mm with a gap of 1.0 mm; field of view, 38 cm × 38 cm; matrix size, 320 × 320; NEX, 2.00. The coronal T2 images were obtained using the following parameters: TR/TE, 2625/78.4 ms; slice thickness, 6.0 mm with a gap of 1.0 mm; field of view, 42 cm × 37.8 cm; matrix size, 352 × 288; NEX, 0.55. The total scanning time for each of the routine sequences was approximately 8 min. The IVIM was performed by using fat-suppressed, echo-planner imaging in the axial plane with respiratory gating. The parallel imaging was used, and the parameters were as follows: TR/TE, 4286/61.2; slice thickness, 7.0 mm with a gap of 1.0 mm; field of view, 38 cm × 28.5 cm; matrix size, 128 × 128. Twelve *b* values ranging from 0 to 1200 s/mm^2^ (10, 20, 40, 80, 100, 150, 200, 400, 600, 800, 1000, and 1200) were used, and the NEX for each *b* was 6, 4, 2, 2, 2, 1, 1, 2, 4, 6, 6, and 8. The total scanning time for the IVIM was approximately 10 min.

Image analysis
--------------

The data were quantitatively analyzed by using mono-exponential and bi-exponential models. The mono-exponential model that was used to estimate the ADC value was calculated from 12 *b* values and was described by the following equation: S(b)/S(0) = exp(-b × ADC) Where S(b) represents the signal intensity of diffusion sensitization at a given *b* value and S(0) represents the signal intensity of diffusion sensitization for *b* = 0 s/mm^2^. IVIM-derived parameters with all *b*-value data on a pixel-by-pixel basis were calculated according to the following equation\[[@B15]\]: S(b)/S(0) = f exp(-b × D\*) + (1-f)exp(-b × D) The bi-exponential IVIM model obtained pure diffusion coefficient (D), pseudo-diffusion coefficient (D\*), and perfusion fraction (*f*) values. D was the diffusion coefficient that was representative of the pure molecular diffusivity, and D\* was the perfusion parameter that was representative of the incoherent microcirculation (pseudodiffusion). The *f* value was the perfusion fraction that was linked to the microcirculation (pseudodiffusion).

All the images were obtained and transferred to a workstation (Advantage workstation 4.6; GE Medical System) and the data analysis was performed by two independent radiologists (Zhu S and Liu Y with 18 and 5 years of experience in reading MR images, respectively) who were blinded to the histopathological results. For each patient, as many of the MR images were selected for the measurement as possible from three consecutive slices of the DWI images, which covered the largest tumor portion, and the regions of interest (ROIs) were placed on the hepatic solid tumor components; the freehand ROI was placed to cover as much of the solid part of the tumor as possible. Exclusion of the areas of hemorrhage and necrosis was achieved by referring to the fat-saturation axial T2 images. The shape, size, and position of the ROIs were the same for each parameter map. The area of the ROIs ranged from 108 to 5202 mm^2^ (the mean ROI area was 714 mm^2^). The parametric values of the ROIs from the three imaging sections were averaged.

Pathologic examination
----------------------

All the surgically resected specimens were subjected to hematoxylin and eosin staining of the tissue slices for the pathological evaluation. A pathologist (Sun T, with 21 years of experience reading histopathological slices) identified the pathological differentiation grades of each carcinoma, as well as the size and location of each, without knowing the MR findings. The pathological differentiation grade of each carcinoma was assessed according to the Edmondson and Steiner grading system\[[@B20]\].

Statistical analysis
--------------------

The differences in the ADC and D among the different grades were analyzed using analysis of variance (ANOVA) and an LSD *t*-test, and the data are expressed as mean ± SD. The Kruskal-Wallis non-parametric test and paired comparisons were used to compare the D\* and *f* values among the different grades. The quantitative data are presented as the median (interquartile range). The Spearman rank analysis was used to compare the correlation between the parameters and the histological grades. The correlation coefficient, rho (*r*), was obtained to compare the degree of the correlations as follows: little or no relationship if *r* ≥ 0 but \< 0.25; fair if *r* ≥ 0.25 but \< 0.5; moderate to good if *r* ≥ 0.5 but \< 0.75; and very good to excellent if *r* ≥ 0.75. In addition, receiver operating characteristic (ROC) curve analyses were performed to evaluate the diagnostic performance of the parameters in distinguishing the low-grade (G1) and high-grade (G2 and G3) HCC. The areas under the ROC curves were obtained to compare the diagnostic capacities in terms of sensitivity, specificity, and accuracy, which were calculated with the optimal cutoff values being determined by the point of the largest Youden index for each parameter. The reproducibility of the ADCs and the IVIM-derived parameters of HCC was assessed by determination of the intra-class correlation coefficient (ICC), which reflected the differences in reliability between the two independent radiologists. ICC values less than 0.5 were indicative of poor reliability, values between 0.5 and 0.75 indicated moderate reliability, values between 0.75 and 0.9 indicated good reliability, and values greater than 0.90 indicated excellent reliability\[[@B21]\]. Bland-Altman analysis was used to evaluate the agreement between the inter-observer measurements. All statistical analyses were performed using SPSS19.0 software package (SPSS Inc, Chicago, IL, United States). A *P*-value less than 0.05 was considered to indicate statistical significance.

RESULTS
=======

Comparison of the IVIM-DWI and conventional DWI parameters
----------------------------------------------------------

Table [1](#T1){ref-type="table"} reports the ADC and IVIM parameters for the different histological grades of HCC. The ADC value, determined by both radiologists, of the G1 group was significantly higher than those of the G2 group and the G3 group (*P* \< 0.01). For the IVIM parameters, the D value of the G3 group was significantly lower than those of the G2 group and the G1 group (*P* \< 0.01). However, neither D\* value nor the *f* value showed any statistical significance in distinguishing the three groups (*P* \> 0.05). Figures [1](#F1){ref-type="fig"}-[3](#F3){ref-type="fig"} show representative grades 1-3 HCC, respectively. Figure [4](#F4){ref-type="fig"} reports the quantitative comparison of the differences in the IVIM and DWI parameters among the three groups.

###### 

Intravoxel incoherent motion diffusion-weighted imaging parameters of different pathologic grades of hepatocellular carcinoma

  Parameter                                                                             Observer          Edmondson-Steiner grade   *P* value                           
  ------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- ----------------- ------------------------- ----------------- ----------------- ----------
  ADC (× 10^-3^ mm[2](#T1FN2){ref-type="table-fn"}/s)[1](#T1FN1){ref-type="table-fn"}   R1                1.496 ± 0.312             1.210 ± 0.186     1.003 ± 0.247     \< 0.001
  R2                                                                                    1.503 ± 0.306     1.214 ± 0.186             1.001 ± 0.236     \< 0.001          
  D (× 10^-3^ mm[2](#T1FN2){ref-type="table-fn"}/s)[1](#T1FN1){ref-type="table-fn"}     R1                1.186 ± 0.214             0.910 ± 0.151     0.775 ± 0.188     \< 0.001
  R2                                                                                    1.193 ± 0.226     0.910 ± 0.148             0.771 ± 0.187     \< 0.001          
  D\* (× 10^-3^ mm[2](#T1FN2){ref-type="table-fn"}/s)[2](#T1FN2){ref-type="table-fn"}   R1                37.400 (43.900)           29.000 (71.700)   7.980 (63.590)    0.057
  R2                                                                                    32.200 (44.600)   28.400 (74.363)           7.885 (61.640)    0.054             
  *f* (%)[2](#T1FN2){ref-type="table-fn"}                                               R1                27.250 (14.925)           20.675 (11.225)   31.300 (12.267)   0.149
  R2                                                                                    26.550 (20.200)   21.200 (11.725)           31.550 (11.325)   0.214             

Data are mean ± SD, one-way analysis of variance;

data are median (interquartile range), Kruskal-Wallis Test. A *P*-value \< 0.05 was considered statistically significant. R1: Radiologist 1; R2: Radiologist 2; ADC: Apparent diffusion coefficient; D: Pure diffusion coefficient; D\*: Pseudo-diffusion coefficient; *f*: Perfusion fraction.

![Magnetic resonance images of a 65-year-old man with an 8-cm surgically verified hepatocellular carcinoma with an Edmondson-Steiner grade 1. A: T2-weighted image; B: Diffusion-weighted image with a *b* value of 10 s/mm^2^; C-F: Parametric maps (ADC, D, D\*, and *f*, respectively) calculated from the IVIM diffusion-weighted imaging data. The tumor (white arrow) demonstrates a slightly high signal intensity on the T2-weighted image and a high signal intensity on the DWI image. The values of ADC, D, D\*, and f for the ROIs of the HCC were 1.550 × 10^-3^ mm^2^/s, 1.110 × 10^-3^ mm^2^/s, 6.55 × 10^-3^ mm^2^/s, and 0.387, respectively, which indicated an Edmondson-Steiner grade 1 HCC. HCC: Hepatocellular carcinoma; IVIM: Intravoxel incoherent motion; DWI: Diffusion-weighted imaging.](WJG-24-929-g001){#F1}

![Magnetic resonance images of a 47-year-old man with a 10-cm surgically verified hepatocellular carcinoma of with an Edmondson-Steiner grade 2. A: T2-weighted image; B: Diffusion-weighted image with a *b* value of 10 s/mm^2^; C-F: Parametric maps (ADC, D, D\*, and *f*, respectively) calculated from the IVIM diffusion-weighted imaging data. The tumor (white arrow) demonstrates a slightly high signal intensity on the T2-weighted image and a high signal intensity on the DWI image. The values of the ADC, D, D\*, and f for the ROIs of the HCC were 1.310 × 10^-3^ mm^2^/s, 0.885 × 10^-3^ mm^2^/s, 27.8 × 10^-3^ mm^2^/s, and 0.450, respectively, which indicated an Edmondson-Steiner grade 2 HCC. HCC: Hepatocellular carcinoma; IVIM: Intravoxel incoherent motion; DWI: Diffusion-weighted imaging.](WJG-24-929-g002){#F2}

![Magnetic resonance images of a 43-year-old woman with a 5-cm surgically verified hepatocellular carcinoma with an Edmondson-Steiner grade 3. A: T2-weighted image, B: Diffusion-weighted image with a *b* value of 10 s/mm^2^; C-F: Parametric maps (ADC, D, D\*, and *f*, respectively) calculated from the IVIM diffusion-weighted imaging data. The tumor (white arrow) demonstrates a slightly high signal intensity on the T2-weighted image and a high signal intensity on the DWI image. The values of the ADC, D, D\*, and *f* for the ROIs of the HCC were 1.060 × 10^-3^ mm^2^/s, 0.659 × 10^-3^ mm^2^/s, 12.1 × 10^-3^ mm^2^/s, and 0.109, respectively, which indicated an Edmondson-Steiner grade 3 HCC. HCC: Hepatocellular carcinomas; IVIM: Intravoxel incoherent motion; DWI: Diffusion-weighted imaging.](WJG-24-929-g003){#F3}

![Column and scatter plot diagrams reporting the quantitative comparison of the differences in the intravoxel incoherent motion and conventional diffusion-weighted imaging parameters among the three groups of hepatocellular carcinoma. A-D: Quantitative comparison of the differences among the three groups in the ADC, D, D\*, and f values, respectively, by radiologist 1; E and F: Quantitative comparison of the differences among the three groups in the ADC, D, D\*, and f values, respectively, by radiologist 2. The differences in the ADC and D values among the different grades were statistically significant (*P* \< 0.001); the differences between the G1 and G2, G1 and G3, and G2 and G3 were all statistically significant (*P* \< 0.05). No statistical significance was found for the D\* or the f values (*P* \> 0.05). ADC, D, and D\* are in units of mm2/s; f is in unit of 100%. 1Mean with SD; 2median with interquartile range. R1: Radiologist 1; R2: Radiologist 2; HCC: Hepatocellular carcinomas; IVIM: Intravoxel incoherent motion; DWI: Diffusion-weighted imaging, ADC: Apparent diffusion coefficient.](WJG-24-929-g004){#F4}

ROC analysis for diagnostic performance of the IVIM-DWI and conventional DWI parameters
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

The ROC curves obtained for differentiating the low-grade group (G1) from the high-grade groups (G2 and G3) are shown in Figure [5](#F5){ref-type="fig"}. The D showed the largest area under the curve (AUC) of 0.909 (95%CI: 0.834-0.985) obtained by radiologist 1 and 0.911 (95%CI: 0.832-0.990) obtained by radiologist 2. The comparisons of the ROC curves of D, ADC, D\*, and *f* values for discriminating the low-grade group from the high-grade groups demonstrated that the D and ADC values had similar diagnostic efficacy (AUC: 0.909 *vs* 0.843, respectively, *Z* = 1.027, *P* = 0.3043, measured by radiologist 1; 0.911 *vs* 0.852, respectively, *Z* = 0.856, *P* = 0.3920, measured by radiologist 2), while the D\* and *f* values had lower diagnostic efficiency (AUC: 0.632 and 0.523, measured by radiologist 1; 0.636 and 0.518, measured by radiologist 2). No statistically significant differences were observed in the AUC values between the D\* and the *f* (*Z* = 0.734, *P* = 0.4631, measured by radiologist 1; *Z* = 1.625, *P* = 0.1041, measured by radiologist 2) values. Table [2](#T2){ref-type="table"} shows the sensitivity, specificity, and accuracy of the IVIM-DWI and conventional DWI parameters at the optimal cutoff values of differentiating the low-grade group from the high-grade groups.

###### 

Diagnostic value of intravoxel incoherent motion diffusion-weighted imaging and conventional diffusion-weighted imaging parameters in differentiating the low-grade group (G1) from the high-grade groups (G2 and G3)

  Parameter   Observer               AUC (95%CI)            Optimal cutoff value   Youden index   Sensitivity (%)   Specificity (%)   Accuracy (%)
  ----------- ---------------------- ---------------------- ---------------------- -------------- ----------------- ----------------- --------------
  ADC         R1                     0.843 (0.718, 0.968)   1.285                  0.619          78.6(11/14)       83.3(40/48)       82.3(51/62)
  R2          0.852 (0.730, 0.974)   1.275                  0.649                  85.7(12/14)    79.2(38/48)       80.6(50/62)       
  D           R1                     0.909 (0.834, 0.985)   0.962                  0.741          92.9(13/14)       81.3(39/48)       83.9(52/62)
  R2          0.911 (0.832, 0.990)   0.977                  0.804                  92.9(13/14)    87.5(42/48)       88.7(55/62)       
  D\*         R1                     0.632 (0.489, 0.776)   17.75                  0.378          85.7(12/14)       52.1(25/48)       59.7(37/62)
  R2          0.636 (0.495, 0.777)   17.90                  0.378                  85.7(12/14)    52.1(25/48)       59.7(37/62)       
  *f*         R1                     0.523 (0.348, 0.698)   0.216                  0.182          78.6(11/14)       39.6(19/48)       48.4(30/62)
  R2          0.518 (0.332, 0.704)   0.246                  0.173                  71.4(10/14)    45.8(22/48)       51.6(32/62)       

R1: Radiologist 1; R2: Radiologist 2; ADC: Apparent diffusion coefficient; D: Pure diffusion coefficient; D\*: Pseudo-diffusion coefficient; *f*: Perfusion fraction. ADC, D, and D\* are in units of × 10^-3^ mm^2^/s; f is in units of 100%; 95%CI: 95% confidence intervals.

![Graphs showing that receiver operating characteristic curves of the intravoxel incoherent motion- diffusion-weighted imaging and conventional diffusion-weighted imaging parameters of hepatocellular carcinoma for differentiating the low-grade group from the high-grade groups, as measured by the two radiologists. A: ROC curves of the parameters of HCC by radiologist 1; B: ROC curves of the parameters of HCC by radiologist 2. The area under curve (AUC) for D was the largest of all the parameters obtained by the two radiologists. R1: Radiologist 1; R2: Radiologist 2; HCC: Hepatocellular carcinomas; IVIM: Intravoxel incoherent motion; DWI: Diffusion-weighted imaging, ADC: Apparent diffusion coefficient; D: Pure diffusion coefficient; D\*: Pseudo-diffusion coefficient; *f*: Perfusion fraction.](WJG-24-929-g005){#F5}

Correlation of IVIM-DWI and conventional DWI parameters with the histopathological results
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Table [3](#T3){ref-type="table"} reports the correlation coefficients between the parameters and the histopathological grades. For radiologist 1, the Spearman correlation analysis demonstrated that there was a moderate to good relationship between the pathologically differentiated grade and the ADC (*r* = -0.619, *P* \< 0.001), as well as the D (*r* = -0.628, *P* \< 0.001) and D\*, which demonstrated a fair relationship with the pathologically differentiated grade (*r* = -0.299, *P* = 0.018), but no statistical significance was obtained regarding the correlation between the pathologic grade and the *f* value (*r* = 0.130, *P* = 0.313). Moreover, the correlation coefficients for the ADC (*r* = -0.622, *P* \< 0.001), D (*r* = -0.633, *P* \< 0.001) and D\* (*r* = -0.303, *P* = 0.017) that were obtained by radiologist 2 were also correlated with the pathologically differentiated grade, and the *f* value (*r* = 0.121, *P* = 0.349) showed no statistical significance.

###### 

Apparent diffusion coefficient and intravoxel incoherent motion derived parameters: Spearman correlation coefficients of the parameters with the histopathological grades

  Spearman correlation   ADC     D                         D\*        *f*                 
  ---------------------- ------- ------------------------- ---------- ---------- -------- -------
  R1                     Grade   Correlation coefficient   -0.619     -0.628     -0.299   0.130
                                 *P*-value                 \< 0.001   \< 0.001   0.018    0.313
  R2                     Grade   Correlation coefficient   -0.622     -0.633     -0.303   0.121
                                 *P*-value                 \< 0.001   \< 0.001   0.017    0.349

*P*-value \< 0.05 was considered statistically significant. ADC: Apparent diffusion coefficient; D: Pure diffusion coefficient; D\*: Pseudo-diffusion coefficient; *f*: Perfusion fraction.

Inter-observer reproducibility
------------------------------

The ICCs between the two observers were 0.996 (95%CI: 0.994-0.998) for ADC, 0.997 (95%CI: 0.996-0.998) for D, 0.996 (95%CI: 0.996-0.998) for D\*, and 0.992 (95%CI: 0.987-0.995) for the *f* value. The results suggested that there was an excellent agreement between the two observers for all the parameters. Figure [6](#F6){ref-type="fig"} shows the reliability of the inter-observer measurements in the IVIM and ADC parameters, as assessed by the Bland-Altman analysis.

![Bland-Altman plots showing the distribution of the differences of the intravoxel incoherent motion diffusion-weighted imaging and conventional diffusion-weighted imaging parameters between the two radiologists. A-D: The distribution of the differences of the ADC, D, D\*, and f values, respectively. The differences between measurements by the two radiologists regarding the parameters were relatively small. ±1.95 SD indicates 95% limits of agreement, mean, and mean difference, ADC: Apparent diffusion coefficient.](WJG-24-929-g006){#F6}

DISCUSSION
==========

IVIM-based DWI is a functional and non-contrast-enhanced MR imaging technique that can obtain diffusion and perfusion information simultaneously. IVIM-DWI has become an evaluation model of tumor microenvironment, showing changes in the microstructure of tissues and of microcirculation. IVIM-DWI may allow cancer to be evaluated more precisely, and it has been used as a diagnostic tool for several organs, including the pancreas, kidney, brain, breast, and liver\[[@B22]-[@B27]\]. Recent studies have indicated that accurate differentiation of HCC with different pathological grades is an important issue that should be considered in the planning of treatment strategies and prognostic evaluations\[[@B28],[@B29]\]. Thus, an effective method is needed to evaluate the tumor cell differentiation grade and predict the prognosis.

In this study, both the ADC and D values showed statistically significant differences among the different grades. As the pathological grade increased, the numeric value gradually decreased; the values of the G3 group were lower than those of the G2 and G1 groups. Water mobility is restricted in malignant tissue due to an increase in the cellular density and a decrease in the interstitial space. These results regarding HCC may be attributable to the increased cellular density, nuclear-to-cytoplasmic ratios, and architectural complications when comparing the G3 and G2 groups to the G1 group, which resulted in the decreased ADC and D values\[[@B30]\]. Sungmin Woo et al\[[@B16]\] demonstrated that ADC and D values are both significantly lower in high-grade HCC than in low-grade HCC, which is consistent with the current findings. Previous studies in tumors elsewhere in the body also showed similar results\[[@B31],[@B32]\]. The other IVIM-derived parameters, including the D\* and *f* values, were not statistically significant in differentiating the G1, G2, and G3 groups. The D\* and *f* values are the perfusion parameters, which could be used to reflect the vascularity of the tissue. According to the IVIM theory, D\* is defined as the average blood velocity and the mean capillary segment length, and *f* measures the fractional blood volume of the microcirculation\[[@B15]\]. Therefore, the results of the D\* and *f* values may be related to the location of the lesion and the feeding artery. Furthermore, previous studies have reported that the D\* and *f* values are not accurate in the assessment of the tumor differentiation grades because of their intrinsic instability, poor reproducibility, and lower diagnostic efficiency\[[@B33],[@B34]\]. Nevertheless, Vincenza Granata et al\[[@B18]\] demonstrated that the *f* values were significantly different in the HCC groups with G1, G2, and G3 histological grades, and a significant correlation was reported between the *f* value and the histologic grade, which is in disagreement with our results. Thus, the relationship between perfusion parameters and the histological grade remains controversial.

In the present study, the IVIM-derived D and ADC values showed significantly better diagnostic performance than the D\* and f values in differentiating low-grade from high-grade HCC, according to the ROC analysis. The AUC values for the D and ADC in differentiating the histologic grades of HCC were not significantly different (AUC: 0.909 *vs* 0.843, respectively, *Z* = 1.027, *P* = 0.3043, by radiologist 1; 0.911 *vs* 0.852, respectively, *Z* = 0.856, *P* = 0.3920, by radiologist 2). Because the higher the *b*-value is, the more sensitive the sequence is to diffusion effects\[[@B9]\], the perfusion effect could be avoided if the mono-exponential fit was performed using high *b* values (\> 200 s/mm^2^); perfusion may have a small contribution to the ADC value, which leads to the similar results found in the D and ADC values\[[@B25]\]. And, the results were comparable to the values reported in the literature\[[@B25]\]. However, in our study, the D value showed greater AUC, sensitivity, and accuracy than the ADC value. In addition, both the D and ADC values were significantly correlated with the histological grade of HCC, as well as with the D (*r* = -0.628, *P* \< 0.001, measured by radiologist 1; *r* = -0.633, *P* \< 0.001, measured by radiologist 2) and ADC (*r* = -0.619, *P* \< 0.001, measured by radiologist 1; *r* = -0.622, *P* \< 0.001, measured by radiologist 2) values, which demonstrated a moderate to good correlation between D and the histological grade, and between ADC and the histological grade.

Our study had several limitations. First, this study was retrospective; thus, there may have been potential bias in the patient selection. Second, the study population was relatively small, and there were no cases of Edmondson-Steiner grade 4. Therefore, further studies with more samples are still needed. Third, the ROIs were mainly selected on the solid parts of the carcinoma; meanwhile, we did not obtain histopathologic verification of the whole tumor. Therefore, we could not examine the exact histological grade of the "solid" region where an ROI was placed, which may have led to selection discordance. Fourth, some of the ROIs were set in the left liver lobe, which is prone to be influenced by adjacent organ functions, such as heart and diaphragm motion or gastrointestinal peristalsis. Finally, further studies to validate the IVIM perfusion parameters are essential to be correlated with the DCE-MRI parameters and reflect the perfusion characteristics of a tumor.

In conclusion, D and ADC values showed better diagnostic performance in differentiating high-grade HCC from low-grade HCC than D\* and *f* values, and a moderate to good correlation was observed between the ADC and D values and the histological grades.

ARTICLE HIGHLIGHTS
==================

Research background
-------------------

Hepatocellular carcinoma (HCC) is the most common primary malignant tumor of the liver. It is the fifth most important cancer worldwide and the third leading cause of cancer-related death. The pathological grade of HCC is heavily associated with the prognosis. However, it is difficult to provide a prediction of accurate preoperative pathological grade of HCC using routine imaging modalities.

Diffusion-weighted imaging (DWI) is a noninvasive approach to sensitively evaluate the small-scale motion of water molecules at the microscopic level. However, it is limited in that the ADC fails to evaluate the water molecular diffusion in tissues precisely. The IVIM approach uses a bi-exponential function to describe the DWI data and it is possible to obtain additional quantitative parameters that describe water diffusivity, perfusion (pseudodiffusion coefficient), and the perfusion fraction of tissues. Recently, IVIM-DWI has been used to investigate the correlation between the parameters involved in the histologic grade of HCC. This study can determine a new imaging technique to assess the histological grade of HCC and predict the patient's prognosis in clinical practice.

Research motivation
-------------------

This study investigated the value of the IVIM-derived parameters and conventional DWI-derived parameters for predicting the histological grade of HCC, evaluated the diagnostic efficiency of the parameters in distinguishing the pathological grades of HCC, and assessed the correlation between the parameters and the histological grades. With the help of the parameters, we can determine the pathological grade of HCC without the pathological results of surgery. The pathological grade of HCC is heavily associated with the prognosis. Therefore, we can assess the pathological grade of HCC and predict the patient prognosis, simultaneously.

Research objectives
-------------------

The present study was to compare IVIM-derived parameters with conventional DWI-derived ADC values for determining the histologic grades of HCC and evaluated the correlation between the parameters and the histological grades. The parameters derived from IVIM-DWI and conventional DWI showed statistical significance in different histologic grades of HCC, and they will have diagnostic value in differentiating the pathological grades, as the correlation was observed between the parameters and grades. The results showed that these parameters are of great significance in the diagnosis of the pathological grades of HCC. DWI-MR will be a new imaging technique to assess the pathological grade of an HCC, which might be helpful in predicting the patient prognosis.

Research methods
----------------

A retrospective study was performed. Sixty-two patients (50 men and 12 women; mean age, 54.31 ± 9.36 years; range, 30-76 years) with surgically confirmed HCC underwent diffusion-weighted magnetic resonance imaging with twelve *b* values (10-1200 s/mm^2^). All the tumors were histologically classified according to the major Edmondson-Steiner grade on the final pathologic reports as follows: grade 1 (*n =* 14), grade 2 (*n =* 24), grade 3 (*n =* 24), and grade 4 (*n =* 0). The apparent diffusion coefficient (ADC), pseudo-diffusion coefficient (D\*), pure diffusion coefficient (D), and perfusion fraction (*f*) were calculated by two radiologists. The IVIM and conventional DWI parameters were compared among different grades by using analysis of variance (ANOVA) and the Kruskal-Wallis test. Receiver operating characteristic (ROC) analysis was performed to evaluate the diagnostic efficiency of distinguishing between low-grade (G1) and high-grade (G2 and G3) HCC. The correlations between the parameters and the histological grades were assessed by using the Spearman correlation test. Bland-Altman analysis was used to evaluate the reproducibility of the two radiologists' measurements. The measurement reproducibility between the two observers shows the reliability of parameters, and it makes sure that the results for the study objectives are more persuasive, which is the characteristics and novelty.

Research results
----------------

The differences in the ADC and D values among the groups with G1, G2, and G3 histological grades of HCC were statistically significant (*P* \< 0.001). The D\* and *f* values had no significant differences among the different histological grades of HCC (*P* \> 0.05). The ROC analyses demonstrated that the D and ADC values had better diagnostic performance in differentiating the low-grade HCC from the high-grade HCC, with areas under the curve (AUCs) of 0.909 and 0.843, respectively, measured by radiologist 1 and of 0.911 and 0.852, respectively, measured by radiologist 2. The following significant correlations were obtained between the ADC, D, and D\* values and the histological grades: *r* = -0.619 (*P* \< 0.001), *r* = -0.628 (*P* \< 0.001), and *r* = -0.299 (*P* = 0.018), respectively, as measured by radiologist 1; *r* = -0.622 (*P* \< 0.001), *r* = -0.633 (*P* \< 0.001), and *r* = -0.303 (*P* = 0.017), respectively, as measured by radiologist 2. The intra-class correlation coefficient (ICC) values between the two observers were 0.996 for ADC, 0.997 for D, 0.996 for D\*, and 0.992 for the *f* values, which indicated excellent inter-observer agreement in the measurements between the two observers.

The problem that remains to be solved is that the significance of the perfusion parameters (D\* and *f*) among different histological grades of HCC and the correlation between perfusion parameters and the histological grade are in disagreement with previous results, which remains controversial. At the same time, further studies should investigate the cor relation between the IVIM perfusion parameters and the DCE-MRI parameters to reflect the perfusion characteristics of tumor.

Research conclusions
--------------------

DWI-MR imaging can be used as a noninvasive quantitative imaging method in discriminating different histological grades of HCC. DWI-MR is a noninvasive approach to sensitively evaluate the small-scale motion of water molecules at the microscopic level, reflect tumor microenvironment, show changes in the microcirculation of tissues, and provide the pathology and physiology information. IVIM-DWI parameters and conventional DWI parameters might be useful in assessing the differentiation grades of carcinoma, which might be helpful in predicting the patient prognosis. The study showed that the perfusion parameters (D\* and *f*) were not statistically significant in differentiating the histological grades of HCC, and showed significant lower diagnostic performance in differentiating low-grade (G1) from high-grade (G2 and G3) HCCs. These results may be related to the location of the lesion and the feeding artery. IVIM-derived parameters and conventional DWI parameters can predict the histological grade of HCC and the correlation was observed between the parameters and the histological grades. The measurement reproducibility of the parameters was excellent between the two radiologists. The measured values of the D\* and *f* existed instability in all patients, and the diagnostic value of the D\*and *f* remains controversial. The IVIM-derived D and ADC values showed better diagnostic performance in differentiating high-grade HCC from low-grade HCC, and a moderate to good correlation was observed between the ADC and D values and the histological grades. IVIM-DWI parameters and conventional DWI parameter might be useful in evaluating the differentiation grades of carcinomas before operation, which might be helpful in predicting the patient prognosis in clinical practice.

Research perspectives
---------------------

In the MR examination, the total scanning time for the IVIM was related to the respiratory condition of the patient. The faster the breathing, the shorter the scanning time. The total scanning time of all the patients is approximately 8-13 min, and the average time is about 10 min. In the process of the measurement, it should be repeated to ensure the stability and reliability of the parameters. Further studies to validate the IVIM perfusion parameters are essential to be correlated with the DCE-MRI parameters and reflect the perfusion characteristics of tumor. At the same time, the texture information of tumors can be analyzed, which can reflect the essential characteristics of the mass. Radiomics is a new research method for tumors. According to the heterogeneity of tumors, a large number of high dimensional quantitative image features are extracted from MRI, PET, and CT images and analyzed. By extracting and analyzing the characteristics of medical images, it can evaluate the diagnosis and prognosis of patients.
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